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Abstract I 
“t$s study discusses the application of algorithms developed in Oprations Research to 

the opu$ization of brine rtinjection in geothermal fields. ‘I& injection optimization problem 

is broke$ into two subpmbkm: (1) choosing a configuration of injectors from an existing set 

- of wells, and (2) allocating a total speci6cd injection rate among chosen injectors. The alloca- 

tion proqlem is solved first. ’Iht mervoir is idealized as a ~lctwork of channels or arcs direct- 

ly connelcting each pair of wells in tht field. Each ~ T C  in the network is considered to have 

some pobntial for thermal bnahhrough. This potential is quantified by an arc-specific break- 

through bdex, 6* based on uscr-specified parameters from tracer rests, field geometry, and 

operatin4 considerations. The sum of b p d u e s  for all arcs is defined as the fieldwide break- 

through lindex, B. Injection is optimized by choosing injection wells and rates so as to 

minimi* B subject to ConStrainu on the number of injectors and the total amount of fluid to 

be produkd and =injected. The study presents four computer programs which employ linear 

or quadr4tic programming to solve the allocation problem. In addition, a program is presented 

which solves the injector configuration problem by a combination of enumeration and quadrat- 

ic prografnming. The use of the various programs is demonstrated with reference both to hy- 

pothetic4 data and an actual data set from the Wairakei Gemthermal Field in New Zealand. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

the geothemd industry matures, the need for a method to optimize a program of 

ninje+on becomes more important. h the pemleum industry, injection of water into reser- 

voirs 4as been used for decades to maintain rcsewoir pressures, to dispose of produced brine, 

and to lincrease recovery of hydrocarbons in place. Similar needs exist m the geothermal in- 

dustry. Reservoir pre-s need to be maintained, and produced brine and condensate from 

power iplants need to be disposed of in an environmentally acceptable manner. Although 

petrolem and geothermal resources differ in nature, fluid injection holds the promise of in- 

cmsed recoveries from geothermal fields as well, by providing a medium to absorb a greater 

percen@ge of the heat in the reservoir rock. 

lhfortunately, injection into geothermal fields also has potential for decreasing thermal 

tecoveliy by extracting heat unevenly. If the injected fluid travels too directly to producing 

wells d&hout contacting a large volume of the reservoir &, premature thermal bmkthough 

may dcur and the economic life of the field may be cut short. This is all the more Likely be- 

cause #ow patterns in geothermal reservoirs are often contmlled by fractures. Tracer surveys 

providcj a powerful tool for gaining insight into these flow patterns. However, because of 

fractur+g, the results of these surveys often seem anomalous. It is not uncommon for more 

distant lwells to show stronger tracer response than wells which are closer to the injector. 

‘X$e purpose of this study is to provide a systematic approach for using such tracer data, 

togethek with infomation about field geometry and operating conditions, in the optimization 

of injet$tion scheduling in geothermal fields. Before giving an overview of the approach, it is 

useful p m i d e r  the typical situation in which an operator tries to make decisions about an 

mjectiob program. Even if the field is new, most if not all of the wells planned for start-up 

will alr(xidy have been drilled. From well testing, maximum producing rates will be known for 

individlbal wells. The size of the power plant or direct use facility will have been decided, so 
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the to4 required production will be known Likewise, the total amount of fluid to be reinject- 

ed Willlbe known, at least within a range, based either on regulatory ltquircments for brine 

dispos4 or on an operating &ision as to how much ncharge to the mervoir is desirable. 

There W pehps have been some injectivity testing to give an idea of thc rates and pres- 

sures a( which individual wells will take fluid. For an older field which is just Starting a rein- 

jection )qpxr~, these various collstraints will be known with greater certainty, based on years 

of oper&ng experience. 

Ini this situation, the operator of a geothermal field is interested in two questions: 

(1) Which wells should be made injectors? 

(2) How should the total nquired injection rate be distributed? 

The 6r$t question may be called the problem of configuration, and the second the problem of 

allocutdon. In practise, the operator typically solves the configuration problem first. Often, 

operati$nal considerations dictate the solution. Some wells may have been drilled as injectors, 

and thdy may have been completed in a manner which makes them unsuitable for any other 

functioh. Their designation as injectors may have been based on their location relative to ex- 

isting *dace facilities. Most likely, they were simply poor producers. It nuns out, however, 

that thd solution to the allocation problem provides a Straightforward approach to solving the 

configu/ration problem for an unrestricted case. For this reason, this study will address the al- 

locatio$ problem first. 

*e inspiration for this study's approach to the allocation problem grows directly out of 

the obdervation that, because of f'racturing in geothermal fields, tracer response between two 

wells id often unrelated to how close the wells are to each other. In this approach, the geoth- 

ermal @moir is ideatized as a network of direct amnect~ '011s or am between every pair of 

wells. k c h  axz is presumed to have some potential for thermal breakthrough. This potential 
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where bii 

Cy 

4ri 

The SUI$ of bil-values for all 

is assi&ed a numerical value called a breakthrough index, bb which is some function of 

operatirig rates for the wells on either end of the arc and an arc cost c& based on tracer test 

paramet.@ and field geometry. In the simplest case, 

= CG qri, 

= 

= 

= 

rcs is defined as the fieldwide breakthrough index, B. Injection 

is optidzed by choosing injection rates so as to minimize B, subject to constraints on indivi- 

dual we@ capacities and total injection requirements. Presented in this format, the allocation 

probled bears a striking resemblance to problems of linear programming (LP) which are stu- 

died in the field of Operations Research. The similarity is not accidental. The thesis of this 

paper id that algorithms from Operations Research, used in conjunction with tracer tests, pro- 

vide a ujseful method of optimizing geothermal injection. 

breakthrough index between wells i and j, 

ax cost between wells i and j, and 

%injection rate into well i. 

O*e major assumption should be highlighted at the outset. Using tracer data to predict 

thermal I breakthrough assumes that tracer fronts and thermal fronts propagate in similar pat- 

terns, eqen though the mechanisms of propagation axe different. Propagation of a tracer front 

involved transportation of a chemical species through the resewoir by convection and disper- 

sion. *pagation of a thermal front involves not just the transportation of the injected fluid 

through the reservoir but the conduction of heat to this fluid from the rock. The different 

mechdsns of propagation form the basis of the usefulness of tracers as a predictive tool: one 

hopes $at the ttacer gets there first. However, multi-phase behavior in the reservoir may 

cause tt@ two propagation panems to diverge. Therefore, the approach proposed here is prob- 

ably mdst applicable to the case of single-phase, hot-water-dominated fields. 
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Ttbe structure of this report will be as foUows. The second section will review previous 

work im injection optimization and tracer studies and will summarize applications of tech- 

niques lfrom Operations Research to reservoir engineering and related problems. The third 

section will discuss the formulation of the injection allocation problem and will compare 

several algorithms for solving it. The fourth section will present an algorithm for choosing 

the opdmal injector configuration. The fifth section will describe the results of applying these 

algorityms to tracer data from the Wairakei Geothermal Field in New Zealand. The last sec- 

tion will summarize the conclusions of the study. 
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2. PREVIOUS WORK 

usual approach to studying the effects of injection in geothermal fields is to con- 

m c t  aqbalytical or numerical models. Analytical models apply in the case of simple reservoir 

~ geomeqes and Serve as usefuI points of reference in verifying numerical models. Lauwerier,' 

Bodvars/son? and Gringarten wd Sauty have presented analytical models for predicting the 

movemf4nt of thermal fronts in porous media of uniform thickness, porosity, and permeability. 

Howevdr, for the common case of fractured geothermal reservoirs, these models axe not appli- 

cable. &I analytic description of the advance of a thermal front in a memoir with horizontal 

fracture$ was presented by Bodvarsson and Tsang? who then used this model to verify a nu- 

merical lmutine. O'Sullivan and mess described the similarity method (which they called 

"quasi-@lytical") for analyzing pressure increases due to injection of cool fluids in a geother- 

mal realrvoir, and they compared this method with another numerical routine. Witherspoon er 

ul. pnpented a more elaboraze analytical model which incorporated a network of horizontal 

and ve$ical fractures. The analytical solutions of both O'Sullivan and PNess and of Wither- 

spoon eit al. indicated that the propagation of a cool front along fractures in early times would 

give w4y at later times to a uniform thermal sweep. An analytical model for geothermal 

reservoilrs with major vertical fracnves was discussed by mess and Bodvarsson? who also 

present@ results of numerical simulations for tht same case. 

Nkemus  numerical models of the injection of mol fluids into fhctured reservoirs have 

been pbsented in the literature, including work by Lippmann et 01.: Garg and Pritchen? 

Hunsbe/dt et uf.,l0 Pnress and Narasixr~han,~~ and Bodvarsson et Bodvarsson et al. l3 

provide4 a good overview of modeling techniques available for geothermal systems and in- 

cluded la discussion of injection modeling. These numerical models have considered a variety 

of diffdrent mervoir geometries (one-, two-, or threedimensional, linear or radial) and reser- 

voir flulds (vapordominated, liquid-dominated, or two-phase). Maddock et al. l4 coupled a 
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numerical model of a geothermal resewoir undergoing injection with a numerical model of a 

power plht. A sequence of studies of injection in the Cem Prieto Field in Mexico by Tsang 

et UZ. 1 6 . 1 ~  18 illustrated the prognssive refinement of a numerical model to meet the geo- 

logic con/straints of a particular field. Other fields for which numerical modeling has been 

used to #udy the effects of injection include the Larderello Field in I t a l ~ , ~ ~ * ~  the Baca Field 

in New h/lexico?' the M a  Field in Iceland,z and the Los Azufns Weld in M ~ x i c o . ~  

Alwugh numerical modeling permits consideration of more complex geothermal sys- 

tems thari analytical models can handle, it does not in itself answer the question of how geoth- 

ermal fie$ds should be most effectively developed. Starting with Lee and Aron~fsky?~ a 

number qbf authors in the petroleum industry have proposed ways of enhancing field develop 

ment by combining reservoir simulation with optimization techniques from Operations 

Researcb See and Home 25 summarized this work and presented an algorithm for using linear 

progr-g, in conjunction with a series of simulation "experiments," to optimize a schedule 

of injec$on rates and producing pressures for a secondary recovery project. Authors in 

groundwbter hydrology have also used combinations of numerical simulation and optimization 

techniques to determine appropriate injection rates for waste disposal as 

d i s c u s 4  in a review paper by Gorelick.30 The success of these combined 

shulati@/optimization approaches clearly depends on the accuracy of the numerical model of 

the reseboir. Unfortunately, because of fracturing and non-isothermal conditions, such 

models difficult to consbuct for geothermal reservoirs. This is especially true early in a 

reservoits productive life, before there is enough production history to perform a satisfactory 

history #atch. 

T m r  testing provides a powerful tool for predicting the thermal nsponse of a geother- 

mal Wrvoir under injection. The use of tracers as a "pre-waming system" in geothermal 

rescrvoi@ was advocated by Vetter3l Hanson and Kasameyer 32 presented an analytical 
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method for calculating producing tempetatures based on fluid residence times determined from 

tracer +ts. Home 33 showed that tracer data give at least a qualitative indication of a geoth- 

ermal r&rvoir's degree of fracturing, and he suggested that, independent of any flow model 

for the memoir, one could characterize lhe connections between injection and production 

wells bb a "connectability map" based on tracer transit times. The conelation between rapid 

tracer tkeakthrough and a potential for premature thermal breakthmugh was questioned by 

Pmess land Bodvanson? who showed by numerical simulation that, for certain fracture 

geometiies, thermal breakthrough could occur 6xst through fractures with slower tracer transit 

times. 'However, the bulk of field experience indicates that rapid thermal breakthrough and 

large *cer recoveries both correlate strongly with subsequent thermal b r e a l c t h r ~ u g h . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Tracer kst results have been published for a number of fields, including the Wairakei and 

BmadlWs Fields in New Zedand?' the Geysers Field in the Larderello Field in 

Italy?9 the Kakkonda, Onuma, Hatchobaru, and Otake Fields in Japan?O and the Klamath 

Falls Held in Oregon.41 

Iri treating a geothermal field as a network of direct connections, the current study builds 

on HoIbe's idea of a connectability map. The reservoir is considered as a network of pipes, 

each 4th some physical parameter (analagous to a diameter or a Reynold's number) express- 

ing the1 ease with which a tracer slug or a thermal front could pass through. To gain insight 

into tht optimization of such a system, the literature of optimizing pipe networks was re- 

viewedl Linear programming (LP) was found to be a commonly employed tech- 

nique4b*43*44*45*4s47 In these studies of pipe network optimization, the objective function to 

be mi&nized was typically some combination of installment costs and discounted operating 

costs, M i l e  the system constraints were provided by linearized flow equations, network 

geomeb, water supply limitations, and outlet flow requirements. The decision variables in 

these fbrmulations were usually the dimensions (lengths, diameters, or both) of the pipes to be 
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installe@ 

Bhve described an approach to the optimization of pipe networks that differed from 

the oMrs in that his algorithm used two stages of LP. The first stage was based on an ando- 

gy to &e transportation problem.48 In this stage, the decision variables wen the flow rates in 

the pihs, and the "transportation costs" associated with each pipe wae expressed not in 

monetaiy terms but in terms of head loss per unit of water transmitted. In the process of 

minimihg these transportation costs, the first stage of Bhave's algorithm tliminated certain 

pipes ftbm consideration and convened what had been a looped network to a branching net- 

work. b e  second stage of the algorithm then solved for the dimensions of the remaining 

pipes W a manner similar to that of the other optimization routines. 

f i e  current study's approach to optimizing geothermal injection also draws an analogy 

to the @ansportation problem. As will be discussed in greater detail later, the cost associated 

with ea#h arc is based in part on parameters from tracer tests. Several authors have discussed 

method4 of inferring fracture a p e m s  and other reservoir properties from tracer tests by ap- 

plying 4 non-linear, least-squares method of curve-fitting to plots of produced tracer concen- 

tration jrersus time49950*51 As pointed out by W a l k ~ p ? ~  all these methods are attempts to 

solve "inverse problem," Le., to infer the properties of an unknown system based on the 

way it cjhanges known inputs into known outputs. The method pmposed here allows the use 

of any rieservoir properties so inferred. However, since it builds on the assumption (supported 

by fieldlexperience) that tracer response and thermal response are strongly correlated, it does 

not reqvire a solution of the inverse problem. Rather than make inferences about what the 

geothen$al reservoir actually is, the proposed method makes operational decisions directly 

based 01) what the reservoir actually does. 
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3. ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

3.1 An@ogy to Transportation Problem 

@e problem of allocating a required total injection rate among specified injection wells 

resembles the classical transportation problem from the field of Operations Research. To il- 

lustrate'this similarity, the transportation problem will be briefly discussed. In the transporta- 

tion pnbblem, a set of factories supplies a set of stores. Each factory can only produce a cer- 

tain @out  of goods, and each stoxt requires a certain amount of goods to meet demand. 

Goods lare transported from factories to stores over various routes. This is illustrated by an 

idealigd network of routes or arcs (Figure 1). in which nodes 1 and 2 may represent factories 

and n&es 3, 4, and 5 may represent stores. Each mute has associated with it a cost per unit 

of goobs shipped. The problem is to decide how to distribute the goods from the factories to 

the stoles so as to minimize total transportation costs, subject to the constraints that no factory 

can sqp more than its capacity and each store must receive at least its minimum requirement. 

' h e  LP formulation of the transportation problem for N1 factories and N2 stores is as 

follouls: 

N1 hr, 

ipl j=l 
Minimize c = coxri 

NZ 

i.1 
Y 

Subject to xii I Si, i =  1, N, 

xij = Di, j =  1,N2 

xij 2 0, 
i l  

for all i, j 

The cbmponents of this formulation include: (1) the decision variables, xii, which are the 

amo&ts of goods shipped from factory i to store i; (2) the arc costs, c@ which are the  an- 

sport$ion costs per unit of goods shipped; (3) the objective function, C, which is the total 

tmq+ortation cost to be minimized; (4) the supply wnstraints, which require that the sum of 
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goods I supplied by factory i be less than its capacity, Si; (5)  the demand constraints, which re- 

quire #ut the sum of goods received by store j be at least as great as its demand, Di; and (6) 

the @-negativity constraints, which require that goods be shipped in only one direction, from 

factodes to stores. In solving this problem by LP, the problem requirements m reduced -to a 

set of' linear equations, which are then solved simultaneously by an algorithm such as the 

fgure 1 may also be used to illustrate the analogy to the injection optimization problem. 

In th ib  analogy, nodes 1 and 2 could represent injection wells, and nodes 3.4, and 5 could 

repredent production wells. The arcs in the network represent the potential fluid flow paths 

from each injector to each producer. However, these arcs do not imply anything about the ac- 

tual ammetry of fluid flow. Each arc has associated with it some "cost" per unit of fluid 

m i t t e d ,  where the cost is an expression of the increased likelihood of thermal break- 

throu$h, as assessed based on tracer tests, field geometry, and operational considerations. The 

probl&m is to minimize the likelihood of thermal breakthmugh throughout the field, while 

meetipg constraints on the injection capacity of individual wells and satisfying total injection 

requi$ements. 

The following Lp formulation for the injection optimization problem illustrates the paral- 

lels With the transportation problem for the case of N1 injectors and N2 producers: 

The &cision variables, 4ri, a~ the reinjection rates for each injection well, i. The arc costs, 

c* e$press the increased chance of thermal breakthrough resulting from movement of a unit 
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of fluid fr$m each injector to eadr producer. The product of an injection rate and an arc cost 

constitutes the breakthrough index, bir for a particular arc. The summation of breakthrough 

indices fdr all arcs constitutes the fieldwide breakthrough index, B,  which is the objective 

function @ be minimized. The supply constraints for the injection optimization problem sim- 

ply expmjss the requirement that each injector has to operate at a rate less than its capacity, 

qrimru. "be demand constraint requires that the summation of all injection rates must equal the 

specified lfieldwide total injection rate, QHop Finally, the non-negativity constraiN ensures that 

none of the injectors are operating at "negative rates", i.e., that they are not acting as produc- 

ers. 

Debpite the similarity between the formulations for the transportation problem and the 

injectiorl optimization problem, the two fonnulations differ in several respects. The most im- 

portant tlifference is that the transportation problem solves for the amount of goods shipped 

across 4uch arc, while the injection optimization problem solves for injection rates at each in- 

jection well. In other words, the decision variables for the transportation problem are arc- 

specifick while for the injection optimization problem they are well-specific. This difference 

stems f b m  the fact that, unlike the manager choosing routes for shipping goods from factories 

to stor@, a geothermal developer has no direct control over which paths fluids take in the 

reservdir. The developer does have indirect mnml over the paths of reinjected fluids, be- 

cause b s e  paths are infiuenced by the rates at which offsetting production wells are operated. 

Later, this study will present other formulations of the injection optimization problem which 

accouxbt for the mutual dependence of injection and production rates. However, in practise, 

€he rates at which production wells are operated may be fixed by other considerations. There- 

fore, gS a simplest case, it is reasonable to formulate the injection optimization problem with 

injection rates as the only decision variables. 
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w e  consequence of this is that the supply constraints for the injection optimization 

problem1 do not involve a summation of injection rates. In a sense, the injection rate into each 

well Wady represents a sunmation of flows on alI pathways leading away from the injector 

in the n&ervoir. A second consequence is that the demand constraint in the injection optimi- 

zation droblem is not expressed as a summation of flows into particular production wells. 

Rather, Ithe demand collstraint is expressed in terns of the total injection rate that the entire 

reservoir "demands," in the judgement of the geothermal developer. Further, in the LP fonnu- 

lation dresented here, the demand Constraint is given as a strict equality rather than an ine- 

quality. Because the optimization routine always seeks to inject at the lowest total rate possi- 

ble, thi$ simplification does not affect the final rate allocations. Finally, unlike the transporn- 

tion pr$blem, there is no necessary correspondence between the amount of "goods" shipped 

out the factories and the amount of "goods" received at the stores, i.e., between the 

amount of fluid injected and the amount of fluid produced. The LP formulation of the injec- 

tion oEptimization problem does not require a material balance between what is put into the 

reservdir and what is taken out. The production rates may influence the choice of injection 

rates, $ut the total amount of injection is determined only by what the developer specifies. In 

this r$pect, the LP formulation follows the situation in real life, in which a developer may 

choostl to reinject only some fraction of the fluid produced or to supplement produced fluid 

with #ditional injection water from some outside source. 

3.2 Definition of Arc Costs 

the injection optimization problem, the arc costs are not expressed in monetary terms, 

but irl terms of increased likelihood of premature thermal breakthrough. The relation between 

knoM reservoir parameters and thermal breakthrough is difficult to quantify. For instance, it 

would be difficult to calculate the time required for a given percentage drop in the enthalpy of 

prodt@ed fluids without detailed knowledge of reservoir properties and operating conditions. 
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For the fluxposes of optimization, however, such detailed knowledge is not necessary. AU that 

is requiw is a relutive assessment of the "cost" of injection into different wells. For the op- 

Wzatiob process to be valid, it is only necessary that the likelihood of thermal brealdhrough 

be asses$ed on the same terms for each injector/producer pair. On this basis, one can consid- 

er any hown parameter that relates injectors and producers and decide, in xelative terms, 

whether lit has B direct or an inverse relationship with the likelihood of thermal bmkthrough. 

This aWws one to weight one's definition of BIT: costs according to whatever data are avail- 

able or *hatever factors one considers important. 

In~the computer algorithms prepared for this study, the weighting factors composing the 

arc co# have been drawn from three sources: tracer tests, field geometry, and operating con- 

ditions. Table 1 describes the various weighting factors used. Each of these factors will be 

discuss$d in the following paragraphs. 

The tracer test parameters considered in this study are based on a slug-type tracer test. In 

this tyQe of test, a certain quantity or "slug" of tracer is released instantaneously in an injec- 

tion w4U. This gives rise to a characteristically spiked tracer response profile at the production 

wells, gs illustrated in Figure 2. One parameter which may be directly interpreted from such 

a prof$e is the initial tracer response time, ti. Intuitively, ti should be inversely correlated 

with we likelihood of thermal breakthrough. That is, the longer it takes for the tracer to break 

throu& from a given injector to a given producer, the less likely it is that premature thermal 

b r e e u g h  will be a problem between those two wells. Therefon, ti enters into the calcula- 

tion of arc costs as a reciprocal, as shown in Table 1. 

ip similar relation holds for the peak tracer response time, 5. Of the two forms of tracer 

respoh time, tp is usually easier to pick, because it involves a clear change from rising to 

falling tracer wncemtions. In the case of ti, background levels of tracer recovery may make 

the oxbet of true tracer response difficult to identify. However, if one defines an initial break- 
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through &mcentration as some percentage of the peak concentration (e.& 10 96, as suggested 

by McC@e et d3’), then the identification of ti is straightforward. In some cases, the choice 

of t,, ma) also not be clear, as when there are multiple peaks (possibly xepxesenthg different 

flow pa@ within the reservoir) or when fracer concentrations climb slowly to a broad plateau. 

In such icases, zp may be defined as the time to the first of multiple peaks (since this would 

qresenl the most direct flow path) or the time to the beginning of the plateau. Rapid tracer 

decay (+ in the case of dye tracers at high temperatures) may also cause the choice of zp to 

be susp$ct. In such cases, t, would be an appropriate substitute for tp as an indicator of poten- 

tial for hemal breakthrough. It should be noted that the calculation of arc costs would gen- 

erally #t use both ti and t,,. Depending on the quality and type of the tracer data, either one 

or the dther would be used. 

O b n ,  studies repolting actual tracer tests have u~ed  tracer transit times to calculate an 

apparerit tracer velocity, v,, based on the straight-line, horizontal distance between wells. Be- 

cause the actual flow paths of fluids in the reservoir rn not known and are likely to be more 

convoljrted than a simple straight line, such v,-values represent a lower bound on the actual 

velocides of tracers in the reservoir. However, since experience with fractured geothermal 

resexvdirs has shown that horizontal distance alone bears no predictable relation to the speed 

of eiwer tracer or thermal response, this study has used tracer response times directly as 

weightJng factors, without converting them into apparent velocities. 

Vwo other weighting factors which are available from a tracer response profile are the 

peak t$acer concentration, Cp, and the fractional tracer recovery,$ Cp is simply the concentra- 

tion at time z,,. To obtain a value for f, one must first calculate the mass of tracer recovered by 

integr&ng the area under the tracer response cuwe and multiplying by the producing rate (as- 

sumed constant) during the tracer test (If the producing rate was not constant during the 

tracer test, one may multiply each concentration measurement by its respective producing rate 
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to prodqce a cuwe of the amount of tracer recovered per unit time, and then calculate the total 

tracer n$covered by integrating under this curve.) Thef-value is then just the mass of tracer 

produc& divided by the mass of tracer injected. Both Cp and fare positively comlated with 

the l i kebod  of premature thermal breakthrough, and they may therefore be used directly as 

weighwg factors in calculating arc costs. 

f i e  injection and production rates during the tracer test (4,, and 4p) may also be used as 

weightifig factors. If a well which injects at a low rate during a tracer test causes a stong 

respon$e at an offsetting producer, this response is a more serious indicator of potential for 

therm4 breakthrough than a similar response caused by a well injecting at a high rate. Thus, 

qrt is *versely correlated with the likelihood of thermal breakthrough, and it enters into the 

calculabon of arc costs as a reciprocal. The Same logic applies in the case of 4pI: a well 

which bxhibits a strong tracer response with a low 4pt is more likely to experience subsequent 

therm4 breakthrough than a well with a similar tracer response but a higher 4p. Another way 

of loo$ing at 4rr and 4pI is to think of them as factors which normalize arc costs to account 

for poSsible differences between rates during tracer tests and rates under operating conditions. 

For th$ formulation in which the operating injection rate, qr, is the decision variable, the in- 

clusior) of 4,, as a reciprocal in the arc cost means that the breakthrough index (b = cqr) is 

propodtional to the ratio 4&. When this ratio is large, premature thermal breakthrough is 

more Wely. Similarly, if the producing rate under operating conditions, 4,,, is included in the 

arc mists (as discussed below), the ratio 4$4pI is also positively comlated with thermal break- 

throU*. 

$I the category of weighting factors from field geometry, the most accessible parameter 

is thelhorizontal distance between wells (L). As already discussed, L has no predictable rela- 

tion i i t h  thermal breakthrough in the case of fractured reservoirs. However, in the case of 

pox)&-media-type reservoirs or reservoirs in which high permeability zones approximate hor- 
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izontal planes (e.g., at contacts between lava flows), the flow of injected fluid away from in- 

jection Cells in the mervoir may be radial. In this case, the surface area available for heat ex- 

change lfrom the rock to the m l e r  fluid grows in proportion to the square of t? Therefore, 

the likellihood of thermal breakthrough may be considered inversely pmportional to Lz, whjch 

may erjter into the calculation of arc costs as a reciprocal. It should be emphasized, though, 

that disitance between wells is not a reliable substitute for tracer test data in the common case 

of ftacdured geothermal fields. 

n e  other accessible parameter in terms of field geometry is the difference in elevation 

(H> bepeen producing and injecting zones. Tracer test data from Wairakei suggest that tracer 

breaktipough is much more likely in deep producing wells?' This makes physical sense, be- 

cause Cooler injected fluids are more dense than reservoir fluids and would be expected to 

sink *thin the Ileservoir. However, H itself is not appropriate as a weighting factor, because it 

may be either positive or negative. To calculate a weighting factor based on H, rhis  study has 

used 4.n exponential function, because it is strictly positive and because it increases or de- 

creaset the arc cost based on whether H is positive (producing zones below injecting zones) 

or negative (producing zones above injecting zones). When H is zero (producing and injecting 

zones at the same elevation), the exponential of H is 1, and the arc cost is unaffected. To 

keep the exponential term fiom dominating a l l  other weighting factors, the exponent, H, has 

been @ultiplied by a scaling factor, S. Thus, elevation enters into the calculation of arc costs 

as th4 Weighting factor p. For elevation differences on the order of hundreds of meters, an 

S-val@e of keeps this weighting factor in a range between 0.37 and 2.72. 

'In the category of weighting factors based on operating conditions, the expected produc- 

ing r;ttes of individual wells, qp, have already been mentioned. Large producing rates increase 

the *ssure drawdown near production wells and increase the likelihood of thermal break- 

throup. Ideally, the process of optimizing injection would allow the selection of both injec- 
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tion and production rates. However, producing rates may be already determined by other con- 

sideratic/ns (such as total production requirements or surface facilities). In such cases, expect- 

ed prodbcing rates may be directly incorporated as weighting factors in the arc costs of the 

objectivie function. 

‘l%e following equation illustrates how the various weighting factors discussed so far 

could W combined in calculating the breakthrough index for each arc: 

r 

(3.3) 

The expression in parentheses represents one formulation of the arc cost in expanded fonn. 

Because the different weighting factors apply in different situations, an actual optimization run 

would probably use only some subset of these factors. For example, as mentioned earlier, z, 

and zp Would usually not both be used. It should also be noted that the list of weighting fac- 

tors is lnot exhaustive: other weighting factors could be included, based on the developer’s 

knowleldge of the reservoir and operating requirements. Further, although this study has ap- 

plied al scaling factor only in the case of elevation differences, scaling factors could easily be 

applied to other arc cost components as well, depending on which factors the developer con- 

siders @portant. 

3.3 Cdmputer Program Descriptions 

3.3.1 General 

ms study has developed four computer programs to solve the problem of allocating in- 

jectioq rates among pre-chosen injectors and an additional program to solve the problem of 

choosi/ng an optimal injector configuration. Table 2 lists these programs as well as supporting 

progrws which facilitate data entry. The program for solving the configuration problem will 

be di+ussed in Section 4. Of the injection allocation programs, the first three make use of 
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linear F/rogramming (LP), building on the analogy with the transportation problem and apply- 

ing the i arc costs discussed in Section 3.2. The LP solver employed by all three of these pro- 

grams 1s called ZxOLp and is part of the IMSL libraryS3 The last allocation program uses 

quadradic programming (QP) and employs a QP solver called QPSOL, developed by the 

Deparqhent of Operations Research at Stanford University.54 

@e three LP allocation programs differ principally in the way they account for the 

depen4kncy of injection rates on production rates in surrounding wells. The 6rst program 

(J-.PALll) solves for injection rates only and allows fixed production rates (if known) to be 

used a$ weighting factors in the arc costs. The second program (LPAL2) solves sirnultane- 

ously for both injection and production rates. The third program (LPAL3) also solves for 

both Wjection and production rates, but in an alternating fashion: production rates are used as 

weigh@g factors for the injector solutions and vice versa, until successive solutions match. 

This s$ction will discuss these three mutines in detail and compare the solutions they provide. 

For thk purpose of this comparison, a hypothetical set of data has been constructed (Table 3 )  

to matich the the 5-wel.4 idealized geothermal field shown in Figure 1. 

333 &P Solution for Injection Rates Only 

$'he LP formulation for LPALl has already been presented in Equation 3.2. To facili- 

tate Wmparison with the other LP allocation models, this formulation is restated in the first 

sectio* of Table 4. As was mentioned before, the LPALl formulation consists of a linear ob- 

jective function, B (in which the decision variables, 4ri, are multiplied by arc costs, c$, and a 

set of1 linear constraints (which place bounds on the feasible range of q,-values and require 

that ai specified total injection rate be achieved). Appendix A shows the steps for reducing 

this fdrmulation to a Simplex tableau, which is the format required for processing by ZXOLP. 

The cpmputer code for LPALl and its data-entry program (LPINl) are included as Appendix 
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D. Fibre 3 is a flow chart for the LPALl program. Figure 8 shows an example output from 

the exmtion of LPALl using the data in Table 3. This sample output may be used to illus- 

trate st$veral aspects of how the program works. 

$he program fim summarizes the conditions for which the optimization was run.. It 

prints lout the number of injectors and producers, and it lists which weighting factors were 

specifibd by the user to calculate the arc costs. In the example shown, all possible weighting 

factoa were specified in order to show the options currently available in the program. As 

was p$iwiously mentioned, however, it is unlikely that all these factors would be used together 

in an 4ctual optimization, since they apply in different situations. 

Wext, the program calculates the arc costs and lists them for each injector/producer pair. 

Theseiarc costs are simply the product of all the specified weighting factors. The arcs are 

identiged using well names provided by the user. For each injector, the program then calcu- 

lates 4 cost coefficient, which is a sum of arc costs for all  the arcs connecting that injector to 

produbing wells. The program includes a routine to scale the cost coefficients up or down, to 

insu~i that they fall within numerical bounds which can be handled by ZXOW without exces- 

sive ipunding error. If a scaling factor is applied (as in the example shown), the program 

prints lwhat this factor is. 

$'he on@ of the term "cost coefficient" is illustrated by the following equation: 

Y Y 4 

i l  i l  i l  
B = I3 cj4" = C[c, + ca + + c ; ~ , ] q ~ i  (3.4) 

This shows that the double summation in the original objective function may be broken down 

into 4 single summation of all injection rates, each with a coefficient which is itself a sum of 

indivibual arc costs. These cost coefficients play a central role in the LP optimization because 

they Provide a ranking of the decision variables in the objective function. It is according to 

this r-g that the program makes its rate allocation: the injection rates with the highest cost 
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coeffiCi+ are made as small as possible. In another sense, the cost coefficients provide a 

ranking bf the injection wells themselves: those with the the highest cost coefficients are the 

most d*aging to operate and have the greatest potential for causing premature thermal break- 

-ugh. 

W program next summarizes both the rate information provided by the user and the 

rate all*ations calculated by the LP solver. If producing rates under operating conditions 

have been specified, the program tabulates these and sums them to determine a fieldwide pro- 

duction rate, which is printed along with the required fieldwide injection rate. The injection 

rates a$cated to individual wells are tabulated in two columns representing two phases of the 

LP soldtion. In Phase I, the program simply identifies a feasible solution set, i.e., a set that 

satisfie4 a l l  the constraints. In the example, Phase I of the program assigns rates of 90 and 50 

kg/s to 'Wells No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, which satisfies the requirement that the total rate 

be 140lkg/s and keeps each well at or below its maximum allowable rate. If the fieldwide in- 

jectionlrequirement had been greater than the sum of maximum allowable rates, the program 

would lhave terminated with an error message. In Phase XI, the program proceeds from the 

feasible solution to an optimal solution, based on the cost coefficients. In the example, Phase 

I1 revdrses the rate assignments of Wells No. 1 and No. 2 because Well No. 1 has a much 

larger h s t  coefficient. (The contrast between the two cost coefficients is somewhat exaggerat- 

ed in @us example because of the compounded effect of using all weighting factors.) The ta- 

bulati@n of assigned rates also includes a listing of each well's slack, Le., the difference 

between its assigned rate and its maximum allowable rate. 

'$%e last portion of the output lists objective fhction values for the different phases of 

the solution. If a feasible solution exists, the Phase I objective function should equal the 

sum df the right-hand sides @€IS'S) of the original constraints (see Appendix A). In the ex- 

ampla, these constraints are the maximum injection rates for both wells (90 kg/s each) and the 



fieldwid+ injection requirement of 140 kg/s, all of which sum to the output value of 320. The 

Phase I b d  Phase I1 values of the fieldwide breakthrough index (B) illustrate the improvement 

achieved in going from the initial feasible solution to the 6nal optimal solution. The absolute 

value OF B is not significant and will depend on the weighting factors used. What is 

signific+t is that the Phase 11 value is less than the Phase 1 value. Further, for a given set of 

w e i g q g  factors, the value of B sums up in a single number the potential for thermal break- 

through1 of the entire field and thus permits a comparison in relative terms with other injector 

configubtions. 

Nbw that the use of weighting factors has been demonstrated for a simple LP algorithm, 

several additional points should be made about them. First, weighting factors may be either 

arc-specific or well-specific. Arc-specific factors (such as those based on tracer response, 

distank, or elevation change) describe the connections between injectors and producers, while 

well-sC/ecific factors (such as injecting or pducing rates) describe parameters that apply only 

at indiCidual wells. As discussed in Section 3.2, injection or production rates may be regard- 

ed as xlormalizing factors in the calculation of arc costs. However, since the optimization pro- 

cess is1 based on assigning different costs to individual arcs, using well-specific factors alone 

does *t allow the program to make a meaningful allocation of injection rates. For instance, 

if pducing rates under operating conditions were the only weightmg factors used, then all 

arcs *to a given producer would be the same. Further, since each injector is connected to 

every producer, the cost coefficients for all injectors would be identical, and no ranking of de- 

cision variables could take place. To prevent this occurring, all the Lp allocation programs 

includk data-checking routines that cause execution to terminate if no arc-specific weighting 

factor$ are applied. 

mother point regarding weighting factors concerns the use of sparse data sets. Tracer 

test pfirameters may be unknown for several injector/producer pairs, either because no tracer is 
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recoveredl for certain am or because certain wells are not tested or monitored. In the case of 

no recovqry, the parameters which are directly proportional to themal bmktlmugh (e.g., C,, 

or fi mag( be entered as zeros, which causes the comsponding arc cost to be calculated as 

am and Jeffectively tells the program that themal bnxikthrough along this arc is not possible. 

However, parameters which are inversely related to themal breakthrough (e.g., ti or tp) may 

not be e*red as zeros, because this will lead to division by zero in the calculation of the arc 

cost. Irl this study, inversely related parameters have been entered as ditraxily large 

numbersj which causes the arc cost to be negligibly small. In the case where certain produc- 

ing well$ were simply not monitored (or where no tracer tests were conducted for certain in- 

jectors), lthe missing tracer test parameters must be entered in analogous fashion, depending on 

whether ithey rn directly or inversely related to thermal breakthrough. Unfortunately, the allo- 

cation drogram has no way of distinguishing between the cases of no response and missing 

information. Thus, the effect of sparse data is to favor those injector/producer pairs about 

which least is known. On the other hand, if the field being optimized is close to its total capa- 

city, the allocation program will attempt to shut in the worst wells based on whatever actual 

data a!$ available. A sparse data set may cause ambiguity at lower fieldwide rates, but the al- 

locatio$ routine has the virtue of using all available data first. 

3 3 3  $multaneous LP SoIution for Injection and Production Rates 

E(ecause the Uelihood of themal breakthrough depends both on injection rates and pro- 

duck4 rates, a second LF' allocation routine (LPALZ) has been developed which allows the 

user t@ solve simultaneously for both types of rates as part of the injection optimization pro- 

cess. IThe second section of Table 4 presents the LF' formulation for LPAL2. The reduction 

of thi$ formulation to a Simplex tableau is shown in Appendix B, and the code for LPAL2 

and it$ dataentry progmn (LPIN2) are included in Appendix E. A flow chart of the program 
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is she+ in Figure 4. 

A comparison of the LP formulations for LPALl and LPAL2 in Table 4 illustrates 

several lsignificant differences between the two programs. First, WAL2 includes both injec- 

tion an4 production rates as decision variables in the objective function by summing the tko 

rates fof each injector&roducer pair and multiplying each sum by its respective arc cost This 

approadh insures that the objective function remains linear, because no two decision variables 

are cor$bined as cross-products. 

4 second difference between LPAL2 and LPALl is that the number of constraints is ex- 

pandedi Not only must each well operate below its maximum capacity, but it must also main- 

tain =@e specified minimum operating rate greater thun zero. This is necessary because only 

active b s  should be allowed to contribute to the "cost" of injection, as measured by the ob- 

jective 1 function value, B. If either qri or 4p, were permitted to go to zero for a paxticular arc, 

that arb would still be making a contribution to the objective function, even though it was 

inactivie. (It should be noted that LPALl avoided this problem entirely by defining N2 in the 

LP fotmulation as the number of active producers.) Because each well has a positive 

minim@ rate, the non-negativity constraint is not necessary for the LPAL2 formulation. 

@inally, just as the sum of all injection rates must meet some specified fieldwide injec- 

tion dte, so must the production rates sum to some fieldwide total. It should be pointed out, 

howeder, that the problem formulation stiU does not require that these two total rates (Q,, 

and QbJ be the same, i.e., there is no requirement of material balance within the reservoir. 

9 presents a sample output from the program LPAL2 using the data from Table 

3. Th$ output is similar in format to the output from DALl (Figure 8), but there are several 

impitant differences. First, because producing rates under operating conditions are now deci- 

sion variables, they have been removed from the list of potential weighting factors. (As be- 

fore, ithis run invoked all possible weighting factors, to illustrate which were available.) 
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Second4 cost coefficients are now listed for both injection and producing wells. Third, the 

output $due of fieldwide required production rate is no longer calculated as a sum of indivi- 

dual p$xiucing rates but represents a fieldwide constraint specified by the user. Fourth, the 

tabulati/sns of assigned injection and production rates include columns for both maximum and 

rninimw specified rates for each well. In addition, the tables show not only each well's slack 

(the difference between its assigned rate and its maximum) but also its surplus (the difference 

betwee+ its assigned rate and its minimum). For both the injectors and the producers, note that 

Phase 0 of the proogram again assigns the lowest possible rates to the wells with the highest 

cost vfficients. As before, the Phase I objective function represents the sum of the RHS's of 

the oribnal constraints, and the change in B from Phase I to Phase Il shows that the likeli- 

hood df thermal breakthough has been decreased by optimizing the rate allocation. 

33.4 qlternating LP Solution for Injection and Production Rates 

gecause LPAL2 quires that a non-zero, minimium rate be specified for al l  wells, it 

effectively guarantees that all wells considered will be active in the final solution. However, 

from operational point of view, it is probably more desirable to be able to shut in problem 

wells entirely. In order to allow this possibility while still solving for both injection and pro- 

ductiop rates, a third LP allocating program (LpAL3) has been devised. This p r o p  applies 

the s*e basic algorithm as LPALl in what may be called an "alternating" approach. That is, 

it use$ allocated production rates from one iteration as weighting factors in the allocation of 

injecqon rates in the next iteration, and vice versa. The iterations continue until convergence 

is acdieved, Le., until successive rate allocations match. The LP formulation for LPAL3 is 

presehted in the third section of Table 4, and the flow chart in Figure 5 illustrates the structure 

of thd algorithm. On first appearances, it is not clear that this algorithm will necessarily con- 

verge1 However, extensive sensitivity testing has shown that the LPAL3 algorithm is, in fact, 

quitelstable. Convergence is usually achieved in three iterations, and four iterations (with a 
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data set1 deliberately intended to cause cycling) is the maximum number that has been ob- 

sewed. The computer codes for LPAL3 and its data-entry program (LPIN3) are included in 

Appendix F. 

A$ain. a sample of program output (Figure 10) helps illustrate how the program works. 

The s@e hypothetical data set is used as in the previous two examples (Table 3). and al l  

availablk weighting factors are invoked. In this example, LPAL3 achieves convergence in 

three iterations, and the output basically looks like a sequence of three LPALl NIIS. The 

summm of input data at the start of the output includes one new item: the maximum allow- 

able n q b e r  of iterations specified by the user. This is a safeguard against cycling, although 

in pracbse cycling has not proved to be a problem. The iterations are labeled as to whether 

injectiqh or production rates are being determined. For the first iteration, maximum pmduc- 

tion rades (qp& are used as weighting factors in solving for injection rates, since no previ- 

ous pwuction rate solutions are available. As before, the first injector iteration identifies 

Well No. 1 as the most damaging and assigns it the lowest possible rate (consistent with 

meetinb fieldwide requirements). In contrast to the LPAL2 results, however, the second itera- 

tion (hiving for producers) shuts in Well No. 3 entirely and apportions the required total pro- 

ductiod rate among the remaining two producers. The impact of this allocation is seen in the 

arc co$ts for the third iteration: since Well No. 3 is now inactive, the inclusion of its zero rate 

as a qeighting factor causes arcs 1-3 and 2-3 to have a zero cost. This in twn has a strong 

impact on the cost coefficients for Wells No. 1 and 2: although No. 1 is still slightly more 

prone ito cause thermal breakthrough, the two w e b  are much closer to being equivalent in this 

regard. In the final injection rate allocation, the initial feasible solution identified in Phase I 

happeb to be the optimal solution, so the values of the fieldwide breakthrough index are the 

same for Phases I and II. The final assigned rates also happen to be the same as in the first 

iteratibn, so no further iterations are executed. 
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335 QP Solution for Injection and Production Rates 

Thb LPAL3 program just described represents an attempt to account for the mutual 

dependebce of injection and production rates by alternately exchanging their mles as decision 

variable$ and weighting factors. The motive behind this rather elaborate iterative process is to 

rnaimaiq the linearity of the objective function, thus allowing comparatively simple Lp solvers 

(such a4 Simplex) to be applied. Another approach, however, is to explicitly acknowledge the 

interdedendence of injection and production rates by mt ing  both as decision variables and in- 

cluding them in the objective bc t ion  as a product (rather than as a sum, as in LPAL2). The 

objective function then becomes a quadratic, and the solution of the problem entails the use of 

a quadrbtic programming (QP) solver. 

The last of the allocation programs developed in this study takes this appmach. It is 

called DPAL, and, as mentioned earlier, it uses a QP solver named QPSOL. The theory 

behind IQPSOL’S method of solution is presented in the User’s Manual% and will not be dis- 

cussed here. The final section of Table 4 shows the QP formulation of the allocation prob- 

lem, a d  Appendix C presents the steps necessary to put the problem in a format that QPSOL 

can h&dle. A flow chart for QPAL is shown in Figure 6, and computer codes for QPAL and 

its daq-entry program (QPIN) are included in Appendix G. 

A sample of output from QPAL using the data from Table 3 is presented in Figure 11. 

The nbost significant departure from the outputs of the LP programs is that the cost 

coeffidients are absent. Instead of Wig combined as coefficients in a linear objective func- 

tion, *e arc costs are fed to QPSOL as elements of a Hessian matrix of second derivatives, as 

showrl in Appendix C. Thus, QPAL does not provide an explicit ranking of wells in terms of 

their Mtential to cause thermal breakthrough. 

Dn the other hand, it should be noted that the actual allocations pvided by QPAL ex- 

actly duplicate those of LPAL3. Numerous runs with both programs on a variety of data sets 
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have shbwn that this is almost always the case. The only exceptions are cases in which the 

cost dfficients shown by LPALS are exactly equal for two or more wells. In such cases, the 

aJlocati@ns provided by LPAL3 appear to be a function of the order of the constraints in the 

Simple$ tableau, while the allocations provided by OPAL a~ essentially random. Fortunately, 

exact 9uality of cost coefficients is rare for actual data sets, except in degenerate cases (e.g., 

when $e fieldwide required production rate is set to zem) or in cases where data sets are 

sparse Qe.g., when there are only enough tracer data to characterize a few of the arcs). In fact, 

a comparison of the problem formulations for LPALS and QPAL in Table 4 shows that the 

two fohulations are equivalent once WAL3 has converged, because the cost coefficients for 

each iwration of LPAL3 have the other set of decision variables embedded within them. Thus, 

QPAL really provides verification of the alternating LP method, since it arrives at the same 

amwe* by a totally different solution method. 

#though QPAL does not yield an explicit ranking of wells by cost coefficients, it does 

have @e advantage over LPAL3, in that it provides an assessment of the quality of each soh- 

tion. * the example shown, the output describes the final rate allocation as the "optimal QP 

solutidn." If the problem had been a case in which LPAL3 would calculate equal cost 

coeffiaients for more than one well, then QPAL would have issued a waming, labeling the 

solution as a "weak local minimum." For the same case, LPAL3 would have proceeded to 

make an arbitrary allocation of rates, and, unless the user happened to notice that several of 

the 4st coefficients were the same, this allocation might mistakenly be considered bona fide. 

This @emrnes more of a problem as more wells ax considered and the list of cost coefficients 

growq longer. However, as already mentioned, the Occurrence of exactly equal cost 

coefficients is rather raxe for actual cases. 
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33.6 C4mparison of Allocation Programs 

We preceding sections have compared the four allocation programs developed for this 

study dith reference to a particular data set. A general summary of the similarities and 

differedces between the programs is provided in Table 5.  As the table shows, all the LP pro- 

grams +perate by providing an explicit ranking of wells based on cost coefficients and throt- 

tling bqck one well at a time, from most to least damaging, until total rate requirements are 

just me$. QPAL does not provide an explicit ranking of wells, but it uses a quadratic program- 

ming sblver which generally yields the same rate allocations as LPAL3. All the programs ex- 

cept QAL1 allocate both injection and production rates. All the programs except LpAL2 al- 

low wells to be shut in, Le., to be assigned a zero rate. The well rankings provided by 

LPALI and LPAL2 do not vary with changes in total operating rates, because the arc costs 

used irb calculating cost coefficients are all fixed. Effectively, this means that neither LPALl 

nor LFfAL2 can take into account the mutual dependence of injection and production rates in 

determlining the likelihood of thermal breakthrough. For this reason, LPAL3 is the most real- 

istic OF the LP programs presented. (Note that if producing well rates are predetermined, 

LPALB can be used to generate the same injection allocation as LPALl by simply setting the 

requin$d total producing rate equal to the sum of the known well rates.) QPAL also accounts 

for th4 mutual dependence of injection and production rates and is the only program presented 

which1 explicitly assesses the quality of the solution by identifying indetexminate cases. 
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4. CONFIGURATION (PROBLEM 

4.1 Enuwration Approach I 
Thq computer programs discussed so far dressed the problem of how to allocate 

of injection wells. The configuration 

a p u p  of preexisting wells. The 

approach to the configuration 

a set of injection rates but a 

particular configuration, this 

a specifi+d total injection rate among a 

problem IcOncerns how to choose this set 

solution of the allocation problem 

problem, The end result of the 

minimi* value of the 

value e4presses in a single number the likelihood 

entire fibld under optimal loading. Therefore, the 

premature thermal breakthrough for the 

nfiguration problem may be approached 

by ameration, i.e., by applying an allocati algorithm to each possible injector 

configufation and selecting the configuration with lowest minimized B-value as optimal. 

"$e theoretical upper limit on the number 04 configurations which an enumerative ap- 

proach mould have to consider is given by the exp4ssion 

where N = todnumberofwells 

For number of wells in a typical 

sideraeon of all configurations would 

confi&rations could usually be 

rates for the wells involved total rates required. Thus, the 

actual number of 

this value is small enough that con- 

computer time. Moreover, certain 

because the sum of maximum 

would need to be m would 
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usually be less than the theoretical maximum. 

It should be noted that data requirements for such a configurationchoosing routine 

are muQh more extensive than for the allocation routines previously discussed. The data must 

charact~$rize not just the arcs between designated injector/producer pairs (as in Figure 1) but 

betwee$ all well pairs (as in Figure 13). For directional information, data should be supplied 

in both1 directions. A complete set of tracer data, for example, requires that a separate tracer 

test be conducted on each well and that t ram response be monitored in all other wells. 

Furtherl, rate limitations must be specified for each well both as an injector and as a producer. 

4.2 Cotnputer Program Description 

T b s  study has developed a configuration-choosing program called INCON, which uses 

the enpmerative approach in conjunction with the QP allocation algorithm. The computer 

codes for INCON and its associated data-entry program (CONDAT) are included in Appendix 

H. Thie input parameters for INCON include the total number of wells, the maximum allow- 

able nlunber of injectors, and the required fieldwide production and injection rates. For each 

possible injector configuration, the program checks to insure that the required fieldwide rates 

can b@ met, It then xuns the QP allocation algorithm on each feasible configuration, and 

selects the configuration with the lowest B-value. A flow chart for INCON is presented in 

Figure 7. 

To illustrate how INCON works, the hypothetical data set in Table 3 has been incor- 

poraw into an expanded data set (Tables 6 through 14) which matches the idealized field net- 

work mown in Figure 13. This expanded data set has been deliberately constructed so that 

the lobgest arc (1-3) exhibits the strongest tracer response by all measures. The responses for 

the other arcs have been chosen to be more ambiguous, Le., strong by some measures and 

weak lby others. This permits a demonstration of the sensitivity of the program to the choice 



of diffehnt weighting factors. The initial and peak t ram response times have been chosen to 

exhibit $imiiar relative weightings for the various arcs, though of course the peak times are al- 

ways &ater than the corresponding initial times. 

A sample output from INCON is shown in Figure 12. The program printS out the total 

number1 of wells and the maximum number of injectors specified by the user. It also prints out 

the to# production and injection rates required, as well as a list of the weighting factors in- 

voked. The program then lists the calculated arc costs. In the example, note that the arc cost 

for arc 1-3 is larger than the others by several orders of magnitude. Also note that the arcs 

with n$ tracer response (3-1 and 5-3) have arc costs of zero, Le., the program considers 

prem@re thermal breakthrough along these arcs to be impossible. Finally, the program prints 

out a det of allocated injection and production rates for the optimal configuration, as well as 

the Wmized B-value associated with this configuration. If the same B-value is obtained for 

more $an one configuration, the program gives the number of equivalent configurations and 

lists the optimal rate allocations for each. 

'Ilable 15 illustrates the sensitivity of INCON to the selection of different weighting fac- 

tors usbg the expanded hypothetical data set. In a succession of runs, each of the four tracer 

test m e t e r s  was used individually, followed by a run in which all four parameters were 

used qgether. Each run required a maximum of nvo injectors. The maximum individual well 

rates $r injectors and producers were 90 and 75 kg/s, respectively, and fieldwide injection 

and pipduction rates were both set at 140 kg/s. Both the initial and the peak arrival times 

yield4 the same optimal configuration and the same rate allocations. This reflects the paral- 

lelism Ithat was built into the data set for these two factors. However, the peak tracer concen- 

mtioni and the fractional recovery each yielded different configurations. Interestingly, the 

confi&ration yielded by the combination of all four factors was different from that of any of 

the fa@= individually. A final point to note is that all configurations avoided the "bad arc," 

i.e., tt)t combination of Well No. 1 11s an injector and Well No. 3 as a producer. 
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5. APPLICATIONS TO WAIRAKEI 

5.1 Backbound 

'Tbtj Wairakei Geothermal Field is a liquiddominated field located near ~d town o 

Taupo 00 the North Island of New Zealand. A series of tracer tests were conducted in the 

field in 1979 and 1980. These tests took advantage of a downflow of cooler fluid in several 

wells frdm a zone above the reservoir. The tests were intended to determine where this cooler 

fluid wds going and whether production from offsetting wells was being adversely affected. 

Glass vjals of radioactive tracer (Iodine-131) were lowered into the downflowing wells and 

broken below the point of cool fluid enq. producing wells were monitored continuously for 

tracer *sponse. Measured tracer concentrations were normalized by dividing them by the 

amount1 of tracer injected to account for variation in the size of the tracer slugs in the different 

tests. McCabe et 01. provide a detailed description of the testing procedures and results3' 

' h e  Wairakei tracer tests are a classic example of fiacture-controlled flow in a 

geothebal reservoir. Figure 14 shows the results of three tests involving injection into WK- 

107 March, 1979), WK-101 (June, 1979), and WK-80 (February, 1980). The solid lines 

indicade a fractional recovery greater than 1.0% while the longdashed and short-dashed lines 

indicate fractional recoveries of 0.1-1.0% and less than 0.18, respectively. In several 

instan/=es, wells which were further away from the tracer injection wells exhibited stronger 

respo$se than closer wells. Because the Wairakei Field illustrates so well the notion of a 

geoth(mnal reservoir as a network of direct connections between wells, and because it has 

sever@ sets of t ram data to quantify these connections, it is an ideal test case to demonstrate 

the u$e of the injection optimization programs pmented in this study. 

Tables 16 through 23 summarize the Wairakei data that have been used for the 

allocation programs. The tracer test parameters (ti, tp, Cp, and fi rn those reported by 
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McCabe I et aL3’ Production rates during the test (q$ were estimated from actual production 

rates as lof December, 1976, as reported by Pritch4tt et ~ 1 . ~ ~  Injection rates during the tests 

(qn) for IWells WK-101 and WK-107 are those repbrted by Bixley.% Since no q,-value was 

availabld for Well WK-80, a value of 50 kg/s was ttstimated. These values of qp and qrr were 

also I& as the maximum well capacities (q- and q d .  Values of the horizontal distance 

(L) betqeen wells were determined by measuremeat from Figure 14. To calculate values of 

the eleqation change (H) between producing and ihrjecting zones, the following assumptions 

were m#e: (1) The depth of the injection zone was taken as the depth at which the tracer was 

released. (2) The depth of the production zone was taken as the depth of the lowest fissure 

indicatdd on drill logs5’ or, in the absence of reported fissures or logs, as the midpoint of the 

open iqker~al5~ (3) For Well WK-121, the elevation of the uphole perforations at 975 m (-532 

m sub-$ea) was used, since this was reported to be the primary source of producti0n3~ A list 

of reseboir zone elevations (with reference to mean sea level) based on these assumptions is 

presenw in Table 24. 

Fbr the configuration-choosing program, the maximum well capacities were assumed to 

apply for all wells both as injectors and as producers. A computer progran~ (HGEN) was 

writted to generate a set of elevation changes for a complete set of arcs using the injection 

and phduction zone elevations just described. A second computer program (LGEN) was 

writtex) to calculate a complete set of horizontal distances from the surface well coordinates 

~portgd by Pri t~het t .~~ These calculated Lvalues differed only slightly from the measured L- 

valuesl used with the allocation programs. Codes for these two programs are included in 

Appeodix I. 
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5.2 Optimal Rate Allocations 

5.2.1 S#sitivitg to Total Rate 

four allocation programs were run on the Wairakei data to investigate how varying 

total in&tion and production rates would affect the optimal rate allocation. The wells in- 

volved the tracer tests included the three wells with cool fluid downflow (the "injection" 

wells) $nd nineteen producing wells. The fieldwide capacities for injection and production 

were 140 and 689 kg/s, respectively, based on the sum of individual well capacities (Tables 

20 and 121). Sensitivity studies were run using a single weighting factor (llri) to calculate cust 

coeffici(ents. These sensitivity studies entailed fixing one of the total rates (either Q, or Q,,,,) 

at a value below total capacity and varying the other from total capacity to a low rate. 

Fbr all the sensitivity studies, LPALl and LPAL2 established well rankings which were 

invariab with total rates. This was as expected ffor these two programs, because neither of 

them i$corporates variable well rates into their calculations of cost coefficients. LPALl ranked 

WK-107 as the most prone to thermal breakthrough, followed by WK-101 and WK-80. 

LPAL? ranked the injectors the same way and also provided a ranking of the producers. This 

rankin& is presented in Table 25. As total rates were cut back in the sensitivity studies, these 

progr@s throttled back one well at a time in the order of the predetermined rankings. In 

contra$t, the ranking of wells by LPAL3 varied with total rates, and the rate allocations for 

one c4tegory of wells (producers or injectors) depended on the rates of wells in the other 

categqry. Further, the rate allocations from QPAL generally agreed with those from LPAL3, 

as ex#cted. These points are illustrated by the following three sensitivity studies. 

the first sensitivity study, Qpfof was fixed at 550 kgls, and Q, was varied from a 

capacity rate of 140 kgls to 50 kg/s. Table 26 shows the sequence in which LPAL3 and 

QPAQ, shut wells in. (This table and all subsequent tables of sensitivity data present ranking 
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for all $ret! injectors; however, for the sake of brevity, the only producers listed are those 

with cu$ailed rates.) Several points are worth noting from Table 26. First, the cost coefficients 

of the ghducers shift continuously as the injection rate drops. Second, for marginal changes 

in the ifijection rate, the relative ranking of the producers stays the same. For example, as 

Q, g+s from 140 to 100 kg/s, the producers maintain their relative ranking and their 

allocate0 rates. As long as the producing rate allocations remain unchanged, the cost 

coefficibts for the injectors also stay the same. However, when Qmt drops to the point that 

WK-lOt is shut in entirely (90 kg/s), the ranking of the producers shift, which changes their 

allocated rates and alters the cost coefficients of the injectors. Table 26 also illustrates that the 

dlocatibns by P A L 3  and QPAL generally agree. This agreement breaks down when Q,, is 

reduce4 to 50 kg/s, because the ranking of producers becomes indeterminate. LPAL3 chooses 

to curt& WK-121, but this choice is arbitrary because all remaining producers have the same 

cost ulefficient (0.005). QPAL curtails a different set of producers, but labels the solution as 

non-*que. It should be noted, however, that even with a sparse data set, the problem of 

indetebinacy does not occur until only one injector remains active. This illustrates that 

LPALB and QPAL make use of all available data first in deciding which wells to cut back. 

f i e  second sensitivity study fixed Q ,  at 100 kg/s and decreased QPH from a capacity 

rate of 689 kgh to 400 kg/s. Table 27 presents a summary of this sensitivity study. In this 

case, b e  cost coefficients for the injectors shift contjnuously as Qptd is reduced. However, 

becau$e WK-107 is ranked as the most damaging injector at all levels of QW, the injection 

rate &mation stays the same, and the cost coefficients for the producers stay the same as 

well. As Qpd is reduced, the producers illle throttled back one at a time, according to rank. 

The $locations by QPAL agree with those by LPAL3, as before. At a Qw of 400 kg/s, an 

indet@ninate condition is reached when WAL3 elects arbitrarily to curtail WK-68, which has 

the &ne cost coefficient as WK-70. QPAL makes the same allocation, but labels it as non- 

, 
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unique. 

In lthe third sensitivity study, e,, was fixed at a lower rate of 70 kgk, and Qpfol was 

again rebuced gradually from an initial rate of 689 kg/s. The results of this sensitivity study 

a~ pres$nted in Table 28. The first point to note is that the ranking of producers differs from 

that of @e previous sensitivity study because the injection allocation has changed (i.e., WK- 

107 haslbeen shut in). As additional producing wells are shut in, the ranking of the injectors 

shifts & that WK-80 rather than WK-101 is curtailed. This causes a corresponding 

realiment of the producing wells. At a Qpot of 500 kg/s, the problem becomes doubly 

indete&inate, first because the two remaining injectors have the same cost coefficient (0.05). 

and sebnd because all the producers after WK-108 also have identical cost coefficients 

(0.007)l For this indeterminate case, PAL3 and QPAL make different allocations in both the 

injectoi and the producer categories. 

Is summary, the three sensitivity cases showed that LPAL3 and QPAL could optimize 

injecti4n for a fixed injector configuration in a way that accounted for the interdependence of 

injecti$n and production rates. The rate allocations provided by LPALl and LPAL2 were less 

satis&g because they wefe based on a fixed well ranking. The ranking provided by LPAL3 

depen4ed on total rates, though for marginal changes in total rates the relative ranking 

remairbed the same. The rate allocations of LPAL3 and QPAL agreed in all cases except when 

the ommal allocation was indeterminate. 

5.23 bensitivity to Different Weighting Factors 

$0 investigate the impact of different weighting factors on the choice of an optimal rate 

allocqon, a series of runs was performed with both LPAL3 and QPAL. In these runs, Q,, 

and were fixed at 100 and 500 kg/s, respectively. The various weighting factors were 

appli&d first individually, then in various combmations. The results from these runs a~ 
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rmmmari#ed in Table 29. 

The following points are worth noting. Fitst, the tracer test parameters (ti, tp, Cp, andf), 

when used individually (Runs 1-4), all tended to shut in the Same wells, though not always in 

exactly @e same order. AU the tracer test parameters provided the same ranking for injectors. 

Among be producers, four wells (WK-24, WK-48, WK-116, and WK-121) were usually the 

first to @ shut in. ("%e only exception was in the run using f alone, which ranked WK-76 

above m-48). In addition, several combinations of the tracer test parameters (Runs 8-10) 

caused @e same wells to be shut in as when the parameters were used individually. In these 

runs, thb four "problem" producers were always the first to be shut in, and always in the same 

order. 

A I second point is that using the elevation parameter alone (eSH) yielded a rate aIIocation 

which +vas quite similar to the allocations from tracer test parameters. In this run (NOS), the 

injectoh received the same ranking as before, and three of the four "problem" producers were 

among Ithe first four producers to be shut in. Further, using t?H in combination with the tracer 

test Hrameters (Run No. 11) duplicated the nankings of the previous tracer parameter 

combidations. In contrast, using the horizontal distance parameter alone (1/L2) yielded a 

totally different rate allocation. In this run (No. 6). the ranking of the second and third 

inject* was revelsed, and only one of the four "problem" producers (WK-48) was even 

partidy cut back. 

4 final point concern the use of the recipmal of 4p, as the onIy weighting factor. Since 

there Was not enough information to distinguish different producing rates during the three 

tracer 1 tests, the producing rates were considered the same for all tests. In effect, this made 

l/qP # well-specific weighting factor. Run No. 7 showed that the impact of using such a 

w e i w g  factor alone was to muse all wells in the opposite category (i.e., the injectors) to 

have identical cost coefficients, thus making the problem indeterminate. As in previous 
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indetemiinate cases, LPAL3 and QPAL provided different injection allocations. 

In summary, the sequence of runs applying B variety of different weighting factors to 

Wairakdi data showed that tracer test parameters tended to yield similar rate allocations, 

whether used singly or in combinations. Further, elevation changes alone could be used to 

calculatk allocations which were similar to those from tracer test parameters. On the other 

hand, ulsing just the horizontal distance between wetlls yielded totally different rate allocations. 

This suggests that, for fractured reservoirs such as Wairakei, elevation changes are much more 

importaJnt than horizontal distances in determining optimal injection allocations. 

5.3 Optimal Configuration 

Tb demonstrate the application of the configuration-choosing program (INCON) to the 

Wairakiei Field, two runs were made, the first based on elevation changes between producing 

and injecting zones (H-based), the second based on horizontal distances between wells (L- 

based). These two data sets were selected because, despite all the tracer data available for 

Wairaldei, H and L were the only parameters that cbuld provide a characterization for each arc. 

The nlns assumed that Qpa and were to1 be 550 and 100 k g k  respectively. The 

maximbm number of injectors was specified as Wee. With a total of 22 wells, this meant that 

the rn@imum number of configurations to be cotsidered was 1,540. However, because not 

all the combinations of wells could achieve the required total rates, the number of 

combi~ations for which INCON actually perfomed a rate allocation was only 1,122. Each 

execu~on of the program with these data sets required about 50 minutes of real time using a 

DEC VAX 11/750 computer. 

?'he optimal injector configurations for tha H-based and L-based cases are shown in 

Figuws 15 and 16, respectively. The rate allocatbns associated with these two configurations 

are li$ted in Tables 30 and 31. As would be expected, the two configurations are quite 
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different. The H-based configuration places injection in deep wells near the center of the field, 

while t$e L-based configuration places injection in isolated wells at the field’s southeast 

comer. Based on the parallels between H-based and tracer-based rate allocations discussed in 

the pre$ious section, it might be reasonable to expect that the H-based injector configuration 

would $e better in practise. However, it should be noted that the final H-based configuration 

depend$ not just on elevations but on rate constraints. If INCON had optimized on the basis 

of elevbtion alone, it would have simply chosen the three deepest wells (WK-48, WK-121, 

and wtc-18) as injectors. Because these wells could not collectively produce 100 kg/s, the 

prograrp designated WK-121 and WK-18 as inactive producers and chose the next two 

deepest wells (WK-24 and WK-55) as injectors instead. The combined maximum rates of 

these t$ree injectors happened to be exactly 100 kg/s. It is clear, though, that slight changes in 

either (he estimated capacities for individual wells or the required total rate could cause the 

optimdl H-based configuration to change significantly. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 The optimization of injection scheduling in geothermal fields may be accomplished by 

qorking in relative terms with data directly available from tracer tests, field geometry, 

md operating considerations. 

6.2 Ljinear and quadratic programming may be used to allocate a specified total injection rate 

song pre-chosen wells. Such methods should allow for the interdependence of injec- 

don and production rates in determining the likelihood of thermal breakthrough. 

6.3 m e  optimization techniques described in th is  study make use of all available data first in 

deciding which wells to eliminate as injectors. The techniques are not a substitute for 

eifforts to understand reservoir behavior in a more physical sense, but they allow a 

geothermal developer to make beneficial use of whatever tracer return data are available. 

6.4 $or the Wairakei Geothermal Field, several different combinations of tracer test data 

yield the same allocations of injection and production rates. This suggests that the design 

Of an optimal injection strategy does not depend critically on fine details of tracer 

qesponse. 

6.5 For fractured reservoirs such as Wairakei, elevation differences between production and 

injection zones are much more important than horizontal distances between wells in 

iietermining the optimal allocation of injection rates. The fact that large elevation 

differences tend to correlate with strong tracer response supports the theory that reinject- 

hi water moves rapidly downward within the reservoir. 

6.6 The choice of an optimal injector configuration may be made by enumerating all feasible 

iconfigurations, optimizing the rate allocation for each, and selecting the configuration 

with the lowest potential for premature thermal breakthrough. However, the solutions 

lpmvided by such an approach are very dependent on specified rate constraints. 
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TABLES 

F ~ C T O R  DEFINITION RELATION TO ARC COST 

Initial tracer amval time 

Peak tracer arrival time 

Peak tracer concentration 

Fractional tracer recovery 

Producing rate during tracer test 

Injection rate during tracer test 

Producing rate under operating 

Horizontal distance between wells 

Elevation change from producing zone 

conditions 

to injection zone (S = scaling factor) 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

C a 

Table 1. Weighting factors for arc costs. 

PROGRAM DATA ENTRY 
NAME APPLICATION PROGRAM 
LPALl Linear programming allocation LPIN1 

LPAL2 Simultaneous linear programming LPIN2 

LPAL3 Alternating linear programming LPIN3 

for injection rates only 

allocation for both injection 
and production rates 

allocation for both injection 
and production rates 

for both injection and production 
rates 

QPAL Quadratic programming allocation QPIN 

, INCON Injector configuration chooser CONDAT 

Table 2. Summary of computer programs to optimize injection 
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I INJECTION WEIGHTING 

WELL FACTOR 
1 ti 

'P 

CP 
f 

4 P t  
4rr 
4P 
L 
H 

2 ti 
'P 
CP 
f 

4Pt  
4rt 

q P  
L 
H 

PRODUCERS 

3 
0.5 
1 .o 

SO00 
0.035 

25 
55 
70 
140 

+500 

4 
4.0 
10.0 
50 

0.001 
50 
55 
30 
115 

+250 

5 
4.5 
15.0 
35 

0.002 
35 
55 
40 
50 

+300 
2.0 
7.0 
30 

0.012 
30 
60 
70 
75 
+so 

5.0 
9.0 
40 

0.005 
40 
60 
30 
90 

-200 

3.0 
12.0 
25 

0.003 
45 
60 
40 
95 

-150 

Table 3. Hypothetical data for injection allocation programs. 
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Table 4 
Summary of Injection Aliocation Models 

Def i nit i oni of Variables 

B c fieldwide breakthrough index 
N, * number of injectors 
N2 c number of producers 

qrimax = maximum permissible injection 
rate into well i 

qrimin = minimum permissible injection 

i + subscript for injection wells 
j c subscript for producing wells 
cij t weighting factor between wells 

qri i= injection rate into well i 
i and j 

i= producing rate from well j qpj 

Linear P rbg ramming (LP) 

1. Model 10 allocate injection rates only (LPAL1): 

M irh i m ize 

Subject to 

2. Model to allocate both injection and production rai 

N1 N2 

Milhimize B = C C  
i=l j=l 

Subject to qri qrimaxp 

qri 2 qrimin, 

qri = Qrtot 

qpj qpjmax, 
qpj 2 qpjmin, 

qpj = Qptot 

rate into well i 

rate from well j 

rate from well j 

qpjmax = maximum permissible producing 

qpjmin = minimum permissible producing 

Ortot = total required injection rate 

Qptot = total required producing rate 

i = l , N ,  

i = l , N 1  

!s - simultaneous solution (LPAL2): 

:ij (Sri + qpj) 

i = l , N ,  
i= l ,N ,  

j=1,N2 
j=l ,N, 



Table 4 (Cont.) 
Summary of Injection Allocation Models 

3. Model to allocate both injection and production rates - alternating solution (LPAL3): 

N1 N2 

A, Minimize B, = I: C ci, qri 

i=l jzl 

Subject to qri qrirnaxi i = l , N 1  

qri Qrtot 
qri 2 0, i = l , N l  

Note: cij includes qpj-term from previous producer iteration 

Subject to qpj 5 qpjrnaxv j = l , N 2  

qpj = Qptot 
qpj 2 0, j =  1, N, 

Note: cij includes qri-term from previous injector iteration 

Quadratic Programming (QP) 

1. Mode( to allocate both injection and production rates (QPAL): 

Slrbject to qri 5 qrirnax3 i = l , N ,  
qpj qpjrnax, j=1,N2 

qri = Qrtot 

qpj = Qptot 
qri 2 0, i = l , N l  
qpj 2 0, j=1,N2 
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Pr&ram Feature LPALl LPAL2 LPAL3 QPAL 
Prdvides ranking of injectors Yes Yes Yes No 
Solves for both injection and production rates No Yes Yes Yes 
T w s  weus to be shut in Yes No Yes Yes 
W 11 ranking varies with total rates No No Yes NA 
As$esses quality of solution No No No Yes 

INJECTORS 

Table 5. Comparison of allocation programs. 

PRODUCERS 
1 2 3 4 5  

INJECTORS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

12.0 0.5 4.0 4.5 

4 3.7 2.9 9.0 - 4.8 
5 5.4 2.5 NR 4.1 - 

1 2 3 4 5 
- 28.0 1.0 10.0 15.0 

11.0 - 7.0 9.0 12.0 
NR 16.0 - 10.5 19.0 
14.0 9.5 25.0 - 13.5 
17.0 13.0 NR 8.0 - 

Table 6. Time to initial tracer response for hypothetical data set 
(ti in days; NR = no recovery). 

I I PRODUCERS I 

Table 7. Time to peak tracer response for hypothetical data set 
(rp in days; NR = no recovery). 
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INJECTORS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Table 8. Peak tracer response for hypothetical data set 
(c,, normalized concentrations in I -'). 

PRODUCERS 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 2200 5000 50 35 

39 - 30 40 25 
0 27 - 500 3500 
42 45 48 - 54 
52 36 0 70 - 

INJECTORS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Table 9. Fractional tracer recovery for hypothetical data set 
(f, dimensionless: fraction of tracer injected). 

PRODUCERS 
1 2 3 4 5 

0.024 0.035 0.001 0.002 
0.007 - 0.012 0.005 0.003 
0 0.006 0.004 0.028 
0.009 0.005 0.007 0.004 
0.011 0.001 0 0.008 - 

I I PRODUCERS 1 
INJECTORS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 2 3 4 5 
- 37 25 50 35 
28 - 30 40 45 
16 35 - 36 42 
34 36 47 - 52 
25 34 43 41 - 

Table 10. Producing rate during tracer tests for hypothetical data set 
(qptr kg/s). 
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INJECTOR 
1 
2 
3 
4 

INJECTORS 
1 
2 
3 
4 

RATE 
55 
60 
45 
50 
48 

PRODUCERS 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 80 140 115 SO 

- 75 90 95 
60 120 
- 80 

Table 11. Injection Rate during tracer tests for hypothetical data set 
(4m W). 

INJECTORS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

PRODUCERS 
1 2 3 4 5 
- +450 +500 +250 +300 

-450 - +50 -200 -150 
-500 -50 - -250 -200 
-250 +200 +250 - +50 
-300 +150 +200 -50 - 

Table 12. Horizontal distance between wells for hypothetical data set. 
Note: Matrix is symmetric, so only upper triangular elements are listed. 

(L, meters) 

Table 13. Elevation change from producer to injector 
for hypothetical data set (H, meters). 
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Individual Well Constraints 
Maximum Injection Rate (4-) 90 

Minimum Injection Rate (qr-) 0 
Minimum Production Rate (q-) 0 

Maximum Production Rate (qP& 75 

Fieldwide Constraints 
Required Total Injection (Qrfof) 140 
Required Total Pmduction (Q,,,) 140 

Table 14. Constraints on injection and production rates 
for hypothetical data set &us). 

WEIGHTING INJEnORS ASSIGNED PRODUCERS ASSIGNED 
FACTOR(S) CHOSEN RATES CHOSEN RATES 

ti 4 50 1 65 
5 90 2 0 

3 75 
'P 4 50 1 65 

5 90 2 0 
3 75 

4 50 2 65 
CP 3 90 1 75 

5 0 
f 1 90 3 0 

2 50 4 65 

I 5 50 2 75 I 
I 4 0 

Table 15. Sensitivity of INCON to different weighting factors. 
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PRODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
WK-44 
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WIC-76 
WK-81 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK- 103 
WK- 108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

INJECTORS 
WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 
NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

- 
- 

- 
- 
NR 

4.0 

NR 
NR 

5.5 
3.3 

- 

- 

- 

NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
- 
- 
- 
NR 
2.5 
- 
- 
NR 
2.0 

2.5 
1.2 

- 

- 
0.2 
4.5 

0.3 
5.5 
2.2 
4.0 
4.0 

- 

- 
- 

4.8 
4.5 

10.0 

Table 16. Initial tracer response time for Wairakei Field (ril days). 
NR = no recovery; "-" = producers not monitored for tracer response. 

'RODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK- 30 
WK-44 
WK-4 8 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-81 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK-103 
WK-108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

INJECT'ORS 
WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 
NR NR 

NR 
NR NR 0.4 
- - 9 .o 
NR NR 
NR NR 0.7 
NR NR 15.7 
- - 15.3 

15.0 
NR 9.5 

- NR - 
8.7 7.0 
- - 9.5 
NR - 11.0 
NR NR - 

- 5 .O 
10.0 23.0 
7.6 7.5 
- 2.5 

Table 17. Peak tracer response time for Wairakei Field (ti, days). 
NR = no recovery; "-" = producers not monitored for tracer response. 
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PRODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
WK-44 
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-81 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK-103 
WK- 108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

~~ 

INJECTORS 
WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 
NR NR - 

NR 
NR NR 10,000 
- - 55 
NR NR - 
NR NR 2360 
NR NR 29 - 46 

- 39 
NR 43 

NR - 
88 10 - 

- 21 
NR - 53 
NR NR 
- 30 - 
16 17 

230 23 - - 10,500 

Table 18. Peak tracer concentration for Wairakei (Cp, 1 -'). 
NR = no recovery; "-" = producers not monitored for tracer response. 

PRODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
WK-44 
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-81 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK-103 
WK- 108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

INJECTORS 

NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

- 
- 

- 
- 
NR 

0.0024 

NR 
NR 

0.0006 
0.0040 

- 
- 

- 

- 

NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

- 

- 
- 
- 
NR 

0.0005 
- 

NR 
O.OOO9 

0.0005 
- 

WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 

0.0580 

- 

0.0373 
0.0028 

0.0133 
0.0018 
0.0032 
0.0007 
0.0025 

- 

- 
O.OOO9 
0.0034 

0.0001 

- 

Table 19. Fractional tracer recovery for Wairakei Field (f, fraction). 
NR = no recovery; "-" = producen not monitored for tracer response. 
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I PRODUCERS RATES 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
W K 4  
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-8 1 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK-103 
WK- 108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

1 1  
13 
33 
44 
34 
20 
47 
50 
10 
40 
49 
45 
52 
52 
53 
28 
51 
38 
19 

Table $0. Producing rates during tracer tests for Wairakei Field (qp. kg/s). NR = no 
recoverty; "-" = producers not monitored for tracer response. Source: Average 1976 
produc$on from Pritchen et al. 55 Rate for WK-121 based on McCabe et al. 37 

IINJECTORS RATE I 1 WK-80 ii (est.) 
WK-101 
WK- 107 

Table 21. Injection rates during tracer tests for Wairakei Field 
(qr,. kg/s). Source: Bixley. 56 
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PRODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
WK-44 
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-81 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK-103 
WK-108 
WK-116 
WK- 12 1 

INJECTORS 
~~ 

WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 
536 
204 
325 
387 
482 
304 
355 
323 
324 
350 
130 
142 
337 
453 
63 1 
317 
229 
499 

557 
354 
227 
299 
338 
272 
427 
340 
316 
294 
249 
139 
394 
343 
499 
168 
188 
350 

345 
342 
209 
238 
427 
117 
216 
126 
124 
174 
32 1 
81 

178 
326 
524 
336 
84 

499 
641 489 622 

Table 22. Horizontal distances between wells in Wairakei Field (L, meters). 

PRODUCERS 
WK-18 
WK-22 
WK-24 
WK-30 
WK-44 
WK-48 
WK-55 
WK-67 
WK-68 
WK-70 
WK-74 
WK-76 
WK-8 1 
WK-83 
WK-88 
WK- 103 
WK- 108 
WK-116 
WK-121 

INJECTORS 
WK-80 WK-101 WK-107 
+365 
+165 
+363 
+210 
+264 
+59 1 
+264 
+222 
+188 
+156 
+142 
+119 
+244 
+141 
+233 
+145 
- 33 
+97 

+590 

+360 
+160 
+358 
+205 
+259 
+586 
+259 
+217 
+183 
+151 
+137 
+114 
+239 
+136 
+228 
+140 

+ 92 
+585 

- 38 

+391 
+191 
+389 
+236 
+290 
+617 
+290 
+248 
+214 
+182 
+168 
+145 
+270 
+167 
+259 
+171 
- 7  
+123 
+616 

Table 23. Elevation changes from production zones to injection zones 
in Wairakei Field (L, meters). 
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WELLS ELEVATIONS 
WK-18 -307 
WK-22 -107 
WK-24 -305 
WK-30 -152 
WK-44 -206 
WK-48 -533 
WK-55 -206 
WK-67 -164 
WK-68 -130 
WK-70 -98 
WK-74 -84 

WELLS ELEVATIONS 

WK-80 +58 
WK-8 1 -186 
WK-83 -83 
WK-88 -175 
WK-101 +53 
WK-103 -87 
WK-107 +84 
WK- 108 +9 1 
WK-316 -39 
WK-121 -532 

WK-76 -61 

Table 24. Reservoir zone elevations for wells in Wairakei Field 
(meters above sea level). 

PRODUCERS COST COEFFICIENTS 

- 

WK-24 
WK-48 
WK-121 
WK-116 
WK-76 
WK- 103 
WK-67 
WK-108 
WK-70 a 

WK-68 a 

WK-83 
WK-30 
WK-8 1 
WK-55 
WK-18 
WK-22 
W K 4  
WK-74 

16.7 
11.1 
2.8 
2.3 
2.2 
1.7 
1.5 
0.9 
0.8 
0.8 
0.74 
0.74 
0.70 
0.61 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 

WK-88 0.001 

Table 25. Ranking of producing wells in Wairakei Field by LPAL2. Cost 
coefficients are exactly equal for wells with same letter superscript. 
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. 
Qrtol 
kgls 
140 

100 

90 

- 
70 

- 
50 

- 
b Partial Curtailment d Non-unique allocation by QPAL I 

LP AL3 
cost Curtailed cost 

80 b 8.00E+00 116 a 2.50E+01 
101 5.50E-02 76 a 2.40E+01 

103 a 2.00E+01 

QPAL 
Curtailed 

4 108 b 5.00E+00 
107 a 3.08E+02 116 a 1.50E+01 

, Injectors Coefficient Producers Coefficient 
107 8.10E+01 24 a 2.50E+02 

101 a 2.60E+01 76 a 1.30E+01 
80 5.50E-02 108 a 9.00E+00 

121 b,C 5.00E-03 

Injectors Producers 
107 24 a 

101 2.00E+01 48 a 1.67E+02 
80 1.30E+01 121 a 3.30E+O 1 

116 a 3.10E+01 
76 b 2.90 E+O 1 

107 b 8.10E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 
101 2.00E+01 48 a 3.33E+01 

80 1.30E+01 121 a 3.33E+01 
116 a 3.1 2E+01 

76 b 2.85E+O 1 
1 0 7 a  3.12E+02 121 a 3.30E+01 

80 8.00E+00 116 a 3.10E+01 
101 5 SOE-02 76 a 2.90E+01 

103 a 2.00E+01 

4 

4 

101 48 a 
80 121 a 

116 a 
76 b 

107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 a 

76 b 
107 a 121 a 

80 116 a 
101 76 a 

103 a 

80 b 116 a 
101 76 a 

103 a 
108 b 

80 a 18 a,d 
101 a 22 a,d 

24 a.d 
30 a,d 

121 a,d 

4 108 b Q.OOE+OO 
107 a 3.12E+02 121 a 3.30E+O 1 

I 11 6 b,d 
a Total Curtailment c Arbitrary allocation by LPAL3 

108 b 
107 a 121 a 

Table 26. Sensitivity of Wairakei well ranking to total rate. 
Case I .  Qptot = 550 kg/s; Qrtot varies. 
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I~ LPAL3 
Iptotl cost Curtailed cost 

70 e,c 2.51E+00 
hotal Curtailment d Non-unique 

550 

- 
500 

- 
450 

- 
400 

- 
a allocation by QPAL 

l Injectors Coefficients Producers Coefficients 
' 107 b 3.13E+02 

101 6.30E+01 
80 3.20E+01 ' 107 b 1.27E+02 24 a 5.00E+01 

101 6.30E+01 48 b 3.33E+01 
l 80 3.20E+01 

107 b 8.10E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 
101 4.00E+01 48 a 3.33E+01 

80 2.60E+01 121 a 3.33E+01 
116 b 3.1 2E+01 

107 b 8.10E+01 24 a 5.00E+O 1 
101 2.00E+01 48 a 3.33 E+O 1 

80 1.30E+01 121 a 3.33E+01 
116 a 3.1 2E+01 

76 b 2.85E+01 
' 107 b 8.00E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 

101 8.00E+00 48 a 3.33 E+O 1 
80 5.00E-02 121 a 3.33E+01 

116 a 3.1 2E+01 
76 a 2.85E+01 

103 a 2 .OO E+O 1 

I 

I 
108 b 1.01 E+01 

107 b 7.40E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 
101 4.50E-02 48 a 3.33E+01 

80 4.50E-02 121 a 3.33 E+O 1 
116 a 3.1 2E+01 

76 a 2.85E+01 
103 a 2 .OOE+O 1 
108 a 1.01 E+01 

67 b 4.55E+00 
107 b 5.20E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 

I 

101 4.00E-02 48 a 
80 4.00E-02 121 a 

116 a 
76 a 

103 a 
108 a 

67 a 
68 b,c 

3.33E+01 
3.33E+01 
3.1 2E+01 
2.85E+01 
2.00E+01 
1.01 E+01 
4.55E+00 
2.51 E+OO 

QPAL 
Curtailed 

Injectors Producers 
107 b 
101 

80 
107 b 24 a 
101 48 b 

107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 b 

107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 a 

76 b 
107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 a 

76 a 
103 a 

80 

108 b 
~~ 

107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 a 

76 a 
103 a 
108 a 

67 b 
107 b 24 a 
101 48 a 

80 121 a 
116 a 

76 a 
103 a 
108 a 

67 a 
68 b,d 

b kartial Curtailment e Uncurtailed producer with same 
c hrbitrary allocation by LPAL3 cost coefficient as WK-68 , 

Table 27. Sensitivity of Wairakei well ranking to total rate. 
Case II. Qrtot = 100 kg/s; Qptot varies. 
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2ptot 
LPAL3 QPAL 

cost Curtailed Cost Curtailed 
<g/s 
689 

11 101 b 4.70E+01 76 b 2.05E+01 I 101 b 76 b I 

Injectors Coefficients Producers Coefficients Injectors Producers 
107 a 3.13E+02 107 a 
101 b 6.30E+01 101 b 

650 
80 3.20E+01 80 

107 a 3.13E+02 116 a 2.32E+01 107 a 116.a 

600 
80 2.00E+01 80 

~ 107 a 3.13E+02 116 a 2.32E+01 107 a 116 a 

Table 28. Sensitivity of Wairakei well ranking to total rate. 
Case Ill. Qttot = 70 kg/s; Qptot varies. 

550 

63 

~ 101 b 2.50E+01 76 a 2.05E+01 101 b 76 a 
80 9.00E+00 121 b 1.67E+01 80 121 b 

107 a 3.12E+02 121 a 3.33E+01 107 a 121 a 
~ 80 b 8.00E+00 116 a 2.51 E+01 80 b 116 a 
' 101 5.50E-02 76 a 2.35E+01 101 76 a 

103 a 2.00E+01 103 a I 

500 
108 b 5.50E+00 108 b 

107 a 8.00E+01 116 a 2.32E+01 107 a 116 a 
1 101 b,c 8.00E+00 76 a 2.05E+01 

80 5 .OO E-02 121 a 1.67E+01 
103 a l.OOE+Ol 
108 a 9.1 OE+OO 

I 88 b,C 7.00E-03 

80 b,d 76 a 
121 a 101 
103 a 
108 a 

24 b,d 
a 
b 

Total Curtailment c Arbitrary allocation by LPAL3 
Partial Curtailment d Non-unique allocation by QPAL 



Veight/ng 
Factor 
. l / t i  

Injectors Coefficients Producers Coefficients 
107 b 8.05E+01 24 a 5.00E+01 

!. 1/tp 

- 
5. cp 

Injectors Producers 
107 b 24 a 

1. f 

m 

m 

108 b 5.40E+00 
107 b 1.28E+04 121 a 4.20E+05 

I 
~~ ~ 

LPAL3 QPAL 
cost Curtailed cost Curtailed 

108 b 
107 b 121 a 

108 b 9.70E+02 
107 b 5.80E-01 121 a 2.32E+00 

80 8.20E+00 48 a 3.33E+01 
101 5.00E-02 121 a 3.33E+01 

116 a 3.12E+01 
76 a 2.85E+01 

103 a 2.00E+01 

108 b 
107 b 121 a 

108 b 1.01 E+01 
107 b 2.82E+01 24 a 2.50E+01 

80 4.50E+00 121 a 1.60E+01 
101 5.00E-02 48 a 1.43E+01 

116 a 1.19E+O1 
76 a 1.15E+01 

103 a 8.00E+00 

83 b 3.40E-02 
107 b 5.98E+02 48 a 1.81 E+02 

80 48 a 
101 121 a 

116 a 
76 a 

103 a 

83 b 
107 b 48 a 

108 b 

81 b 1.28E+02 
107 b 1.1 OE-02 76 a 6.30E-04 

107 b 2 4 a  

81 b 
107 b 76 a 

80 121 a 
101 48 a 

116 a 
76 a 

103 a 

80 7.20E+02 24 a 1.09E+05 
101 0 .OO E+OO 48 a 2.36E+04 

116 a 1.24E+04 
76 a 4.80E+03 

103 a 1.20E+03 

80 24 a 
101 48 a 

116 a 
76 a 

103 a 

80 3.00E-02 24 a 3.73E-01 
101 O.OOE+OO 11 6 a 2.20E-01 

76 a 1.40E-01 
48 a 1.33E-01 

103 a 3.60E-02 

80 24 a 
101 116 a 

76 a 
48 a 

103 a 

80 5.86E+02 121 a 1.81 E+02 
101 5.79E+02 18 a 1.44E+02 

24 a 1.44E+02 
44 a 1.30E+02 
55 a 1.30E+02 

80 121 a 
101 18 a 

24 a 
44 a 
55 a 

101 4.00E-03 74 a 3.90E-04 
80 3.00E-03 108 a 3.70E-04 

103 a 2.1 OE-04 

101 74 a 
80 108 a 

103 a 
48 b 1.90E-04 I 48 b 

Table 29. Sensitivity of Wairakei well ranking to different weighting factors. 
Qrtot = 100 kg/s; Qptot = 500 kg/s 

(p. 1 of 2) 
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I 

Neigdting 
Factor 

7. l /cpt 

3. l/ii, 
Cp,&f 

3. l /(p, 
Cp,t I f  

10. i / tp, 
lltp, 

CR,&f 

11. I/tp, 
1 /tP, 

Cp,f, 8 
eASH 

a 

Table 29 (cont.) Sensitivity of Wairakei well ranking to total rate. 
Qrtot = 100 kg/s; @tot = 500 kg/s. 

(p. 2 of 2) 

LPAL3 QPAL 
cost Curtailed cost Curtailed 

Injectors Coefficients Producers Coefficients Injectors Producers 
107 b,c 1.05E+01 68 a l.OOE+Ol 80 b,d 68 a 

80 1.05E+01 18 a 9.10E+00 101 18 a 
101 1.05E+01 22 a 7.70E+00 107 22 a 

121 a 5.30E+00 121 a 
48 a 5.00E+00 103 a 

103 a 3.60E+00 24 a 
24 a 3.00E+00 44 a 

107 b 5.39E+00 24 a 2.03E+04 107 b 24 a 
101 3.80E-01 121 a 2.03E+04 101 121 a 

80 9.00E-03 48 a 1.05E+03 80 48 a 
116 a 1.40E+01 116 a 

76 a 3.00E+00 76 a 
67 b l.OOE+OO 67 b 

107 b 2.26E+OO 24 a 1.02E+04 107 b 24 a 
101 5.00E-02 121 a 9.74E+03 101 121 a 

80 O.OOE+OO 48 a 4.48E+02 80 4a a 
11 6 a 6.10E+00 116 a 

30 a 1.70E-01 30 a 
83 b 1.60E-01 83 b 

107 b 6.04E-01 24 a 5.08E+04 107 b 24 a 
80 9.00E-03 121 a 8.12E+03 80 121 a 

101 O.OOE+OO 48 a 1.50E+03 101 48 a 
116 a 1.90E+00 116 a 

76 a 3.00E-01 76 a 
103 a 1.00E-01 103 a 

67 b 4.00E-02 67 b 
107 b 7.50E-01 24 a 7.50E+04 107 b 24 a 

80 9.00E-03 121 a 1.46E+04 80 121 a 
101 0 .OO E+OO 48 a 2.77E+03 101 48 a 

116 a 2.00E+00 116 a 
76 a 4.00E-01 76 a 

103 a 1.00E-01 103 a 
67 b 6.00E-02 67 b 

116 b 2.60E+00 116 b 

Total Curtailment c Arbitrary allocation by LPAL3 
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MAxulIuM ASSIGNED 
INJECTOR INJECTION INJECTION 

NAME RATE RATE 
WK-24 33 33 
WK48 20 20 
WK-55 47 47 

MAXIMUM ASSIGNED 
?RODUCER PRODUCING PRODUCING 

NAME RATE RATE 
WK-18 11 0 
WK-22 13 13 
WK-30 44 44 
WK-44 34 0 
WK-67 50 40 
WK-68 10 10 
WK-70 40 40 
WK-74 49 49 
WK-76 45 45 
WK-80 50 50 
WK-80 52 0 
WK-83 52 52 
WK-88 53 0 
WK-101 40 40 
WK- 103 28 28 
WK-107 50 50 
WK-108 51 51 
WK-116 38 38 
WK-121 19 0 

Table 30. Rate allocation for optimal well configuration in Wairakei, 
based on elevation differences between wells. 

Q,,, = 100 kg/s; QPfH = 550 kgh 
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MAXIMUM ASSIGNED 
INJECTOR INJECI'ION INJECTION 
NAME RATE RATE 
WK-88 53 53 
WK-116 38 28 
WK-121 19 19 

MAXIMUM ASSIGNED 
PRODUCER PRODUCING PRODUCING 

NAME RATE RATE 
WK-18 11 0 
WK-22 13 13 
WK-24 33 22 
WK-30 44 0 
W K 4  34 0 
WK-48 20 20 
WK-55 47 47 
WK-67 50 50 
WK-68 10 10 
WK-70 40 40 
WK-74 49 49 
WK-76 45 45 
WK-80 50 50 
WK-80 52 52 
WK-83 52 0 
WK-101 40 40 
WK-103 28 0 
WK- 107 50 50 
WK-108 51 51 

Table 3 1. Rate allocation for optimal well configuration in Wairakei, 
based on horizontal distance between wells. 

Q ,  = 100 kg/s; QPd = 550 kg/s 
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